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Tail-assisted pitch control in lizards, robots and
dinosaurs
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In 1969, a palaeontologist proposed1 that theropod dinosaurs used
their tails as dynamic stabilizers during rapid or irregular movements, contributing to their depiction as active and agile predators.
Since then the inertia of swinging appendages has been implicated in
stabilizing human walking2,3, aiding acrobatic manoeuvres by
primates4–8 and rodents9, and enabling cats to balance on branches10.
Recent studies on geckos11–13 suggest that active tail stabilization
occurs during climbing, righting and gliding. By contrast, studies
on the effect of lizard tail loss show evidence of a decrease, an increase
or no change in performance14,15. Application of a control-theoretic
framework could advance our general understanding of inertial
appendage use in locomotion. Here we report that lizards control
the swing of their tails in a measured manner to redirect angular
momentum from their bodies to their tails, stabilizing body attitude
in the sagittal plane. We video-recorded Red-Headed Agama lizards
(Agama agama) leaping towards a vertical surface by first vaulting
onto an obstacle with variable traction to induce a range of perturbations in body angular momentum. To examine a known controlled tail response, we built a lizard-sized robot with an active
tail that used sensory feedback to stabilize pitch as it drove off a
ramp. Our dynamics model revealed that a body swinging its tail
experienced less rotation than a body with a rigid tail, a passively
compliant tail or no tail. To compare a range of tails, we calculated
tail effectiveness as the amount of tailless body rotation a tail could
stabilize. A model Velociraptor mongoliensis supported the initial
tail stabilization hypothesis1, showing as it did a greater tail effectiveness than the Agama lizards. Leaping lizards show that
inertial control of body attitude can advance our understanding of
appendage evolution and provide biological inspiration for the next
generation of manoeuvrable search-and-rescue robots.
Agama lizards (average mass, 66.96 6 2.93 g) ran within an acrylic
track and rapidly transitional to a vertical wall with a shelter on top. To
stimulate a leap with a long aerial phase, we directed the animals over a
small box that acted as a vault (Fig. 1a, b). To induce perturbations
during the transition, we varied the traction available on top of the
vault. We proposed that a sandpaper-covered vault would allow the
lizard sufficient traction to closely direct its ground reaction force
vector through its centre of mass (COM) and thereby minimize body
rotation in the aerial phase (Fig. 1a and Supplementary Movie 1).
Covering the vault with smooth card stock (Fig. 1b and Supplementary Movie 2) would cause feet to slip, misaligning the ground reaction
force vector and imparting a rotational impulse during this critical
phase when lizards redirect horizontal momentum upwards. We
recorded body and tail motion with a high-speed digital camera.
To quantify the possible effect a tail has on maintaining attitude
stability in the pitch axis during the leap, we determined the angle
through which a tailless body would rotate after a given perturbation
at take-off. We measured the perturbation magnitude at take-off for
each trial by estimating the mean total angular momentum (H) over
the duration of the leap. We computed H using the lizard’s kinematic

data during the aerial phase by fitting a two-link (body and tail), planar
dynamic model constructed from morphometric data from five
Agama lizard cadavers (Supplementary Table 1). Assuming aerodynamic forces to be negligible8,12,13, we took the computed H to be
the perturbation applied during take-off. The variable surface vault
produced a broad range in aerial-phase angular momentum,
61.5 3 1023 kg m2 s21. To better compare the magnitude of the perturbation among individuals, we normalized H by body moment of
inertia (Ib) about its COM and by leap duration (t). The normalized
perturbation magnitude, (H/Ib)t (Fig. 2, abscissa), represents the angle
through which an individual’s body would rotate without its tail,
given the observed angular momentum and trial duration. Because
the duration of foot slippage was brief, take-off angle was not affected
by the perturbation (coefficient of determination, r2 5 0.13). Hence,
we proposed that a constant body angle was maintained after the
perturbation.
We reasoned that defining inertial appendage control over a range
of perturbations could benefit from a physical model with a known
control mechanism. We built an Agama-sized, tailed robot that used
proportional–derivative (PD) feedback control (Fig. 1c, d) to stabilize
body angle16. Inertial stabilization of robotic locomotion has been modelled before17, and simple air-righting accomplished18, but our robot is
the first with a specialized tail-like appendage for continuous inertial
stabilization. Previous investigations of tails in mobile robots have
focused on substrate interaction and passive stability19,20. Our wheeled
robot swung an aluminium rod tail in the sagittal plane in response to
sensing using a microelectromechanical systems gyroscope. A ski-jumplike ramp launched the robot at the same take-off angle that the lizards
selected. The unbalanced gravitational moment as the front wheels left
the ramp applied a similar rotational perturbation to that induced on the
lizards by the low-friction vault. We launched the robot in two situations:
with the controller off and the tail rigidly held parallel to the body (Fig. 1c
and Supplementary Movie 3) and with the PD feedback controller on
and the reference angle set to the take-off angle of the ramp (Fig. 1d and
Supplementary Movie 4). Varying the perturbation on the robot by
changing the speed with which it left the ramp altered the imparted
angular momentum. As the perturbation increased, the robot with PD
feedback tail control maintained a nearly constant body angle by swinging its tail upward and incurred 72% less rotation after a perturbation
than did the robot without tail control (Fig. 2b).
Lizards swung their tails during leaps in a manner consistent with
the control of body pitch observed in the robot. Tail swinging was not
an all-or-none behaviour, but was proportional to perturbation magnitude. The change in tail angle relative to the body during the aerial
phase correlated with the normalized perturbation magnitude
(r 5 0.79, P , 0.001). A larger perturbation at take-off resulted in a
correspondingly greater tail swing. Attenuation of body pitch was
not unidirectional: lizards swung their tails upwards to compensate
for nose-down perturbations and downwards in response to nose-up
perturbations (Fig. 2a and Supplementary Movie 5). By rotating their
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Figure 1 | Pitch stabilization using a tail in a lizard and robot. Tail angle
(green) relative to body axis and body angle (blue) relative to ground.
a, b, Agama lizards ran along a track and vaulted off an obstacle to a vertical wall
with a shelter on top. Overlain images are separated by 60 ms. a, A high-traction
vault surface produced small perturbations in body angular momentum,
allowing tail and body angles to remain constant (Supplementary Movie 1).
b, A low-traction vault surface produced slipping that generated an angular
momentum perturbation. By swinging their tails upwards, lizards redirected

angular momentum from the body to the tail to maintain body angle
(Supplementary Movie 2). c, d, A wheeled robot drove off a ramp, producing a
nose-down perturbation in body angular momentum. Overlain images are
separated by 130 ms. c, Without PD feedback control, the robot body and tail
rotated as a rigid body (Supplementary Movie 3). d, With PD feedback control,
the tail swung upwards as the controller applied torque to stabilize the body,
keeping the body angle constant (Supplementary Movie 4).

tails with respect to the body in the sagittal plane, the lizards transferred
angular momentum from the body to tail, thereby reducing body
angular velocity and the effect of perturbation on body rotation
(Fig. 2a).
We characterized the sensitivity to pitch perturbations by regressing
experimentally observed rotations against the normalized perturbation,

yielding a dimensionless metric (S, the slope of the lines in Fig. 2a)
representing the observed body rotation due to a perturbation relative
to the rotation a tailless body would undergo. A sensitivity value, or
slope, of one would indicate that the individual stabilized itself no better
than would a tailless body. A value less than one signifies that the animal
or robot attenuated the effect of the perturbation on its body rotation. A
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Figure 2 | Sensitivity of body rotation to a perturbation in a lizard and
robot. Body rotation (hb ) as a function of perturbation, defined as the angle
through which the body would rotate without a tail. The slope of the lines
represents sensitivity to perturbations. a, Lizards (green circles and line)
controlled body rotation by swinging their tails downwards to correct a nose-up
pitch (normalized perturbation, .0u) and upwards to correct a nose-down
pitch (normalized perturbation, ,0u). Lizards were less sensitive to
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perturbations than were tailless (red), compliant-tail (purple) or rigid-tail
(blue) Agama models. b, Robots (grey circles and line) controlled body rotation
by swinging their tails upwards to correct a nose-down pitch (normalized
perturbation, ,0u) more effectively than lizards. Robots were far less sensitive
to perturbations than were tailless (red) and compliant-tail (purple) models or
robots with rigid tails (blue crosses and line).
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value of zero shows perfect compensation (Fig. 2a, b, horizontal dashed
line). Supporting the hypothesis of tail-facilitated control, we found the
measured sensitivity of Agama lizards to a rotational perturbation to be
very low, S 5 0.22 6 0.02, relative to the tailless model value, S 5 1,
although not as low as that of our PD-feedback-controlled tailed robot
(S 5 0.090 6 0.035; Supplementary Table 2).
We compared the lizard’s effectiveness in controlling body pitch
using an active tail with those of our robot and three mathematical
models: a tailless animal (single body link), a rigid-tailed animal (body
and tail links with a rigid joint), and a compliant tailed animal (both
links with a torque-free pin joint). We used a morphologically averaged
Agama model to generate a prediction of perturbation sensitivity for
each passive tail condition, and calculated the difference with respect
to the experimentally measured value (Supplementary Table 2).
Adding a compliant or rigid tail to the tailless model Agama decreased
its sensitivity by 36% (S 5 0.64) or 58% (S 5 0.42), respectively, indicating that passive tails can improve aerial stability. The actual Agamas
actively controlling their tails were significantly less sensitive to perturbations than either passive tail model (P , 0.001; Supplementary
Table 2). Our model results showed that animals received 48% less
rotation after a perturbation than they would if they had held their tails
rigid during the aerial phase, 66% less rotation than if they had left the
tail compliant and 78% less rotation than if they had no tail at all. By
comparing the average proportion of angular momentum in each
segment with the expected value for a rigidly linked model, we found
that the lizards had 41.000 6 0.043% less angular momentum in their
bodies than the rigid model, and a corresponding increase in tail
momentum, indicating active momentum transfer.
The PD-feedback-controlled robot incurred 72% less rotation after
a perturbation than it would if it had held its tail rigid during the aerial
phase, 85% less rotation than if it had left the tail compliant and 91%
less rotation than if it had no tail at all (Supplementary Table 2). The
experimental control (that is, with PD feedback controller off) was not
significantly different from the model case in which the tail was rigidly
connected to the body (Fig. 2b, blue line and crosses; t 5 25.0,
P , 0.001). We found that the tail contained 31.00 6 0.04% more
angular momentum than if it was rotating rigidly with the body, and
that the body contained 40.00 6 0.08% less. With the PD feedback
controller off, the passive-tail robot’s links did not contain significantly
different momentum than did the rigid model (analysis of variance,
F 5 0.32, P 5 0.58). Hence, the effect of the PD feedback controller on
regulating body angle was to redirect angular momentum from the
body to the tail, supporting our hypotheses for lizards.
Our mathematical model allows us to predict the effectiveness of
different tails in preventing body rotation. Assuming that total angular
momentum is conserved after a perturbation, the tail must rotate for
the body’s orientation to remain stable. The amount of rotation
required depends on tail morphology12,13. We define tail effectiveness
as the amount of tailless body rotation a tail could stabilize per degree
of tail rotation (that is, the absolute value of the reciprocal slope from
Fig. 3 linearized around a tail rotation of wt 5 0u). For a tail effectiveness of one, a perturbation rotating a tailless animal by 45u could be
completely stabilized by rotating the tail through the same angle. Less
effective tails would require more tail rotation to stabilize the same
perturbation. Because tails are limited in range of motion, effectiveness
limits the size of perturbation a tail can completely stabilize. After modelling each lizard in our study, we found their average tail effectiveness
to be 0.79: for the typical maximum tail stroke of 100u, the lizards could
completely stabilize a perturbation that would rotate a tailless lizard by
almost 80u (Fig. 3; range shown by green shaded area). When our
robot’s body–tail length ratio was similar to those of the Agama lizards,
it was over twice as effective (1.84; Fig. 3, dashed line, bottom grey
shaded area). This resulted from concentrating mass at the tip
(Supplementary Table 1), rather than at the base as in lizards. We
modelled a range of possible tail configurations in the robot, from
a small tail (5% body mass, 50% body length) to a large tail (10%
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Figure 3 | Tail effectiveness for A. agama, V. mongoliensis and a robot with
tail. Tail rotation (wt ) required to prevent body rotation as a function of
perturbation, defined as the angle through which the body would rotate without
a tail, normalized by the observed angular momentum and trial duration. The
slope of the lines represents the reciprocal of effectiveness (shallower slopes
correspond to more effective tails). The average effectiveness for the Agama
lizards was 0.79 (dashed line in green shaded area, which represents individual
variation). Our robot had a more effective tail (black dashed line in lower grey
shaded area), counteracting 1.84u of body rotation for each degree of tail
rotation. A robot model with a tail 50% of the body length and 5% of the body
mass was least effective (upper bound of grey shaded area), whereas a tail 200%
of body length and 10% of the body mass was greater than three times more
effective (lower bound of grey shaded area) than our robot. The Velociraptor
model had a more effective tail than the most effective Agama lizard (slope,
1.23; dashed line in tan area, which represents 15% variation in model body and
tail moment of inertia).

body mass, 200% body length). The smallest-tail model was far less
effective than in lizards (Fig. 3, upper bound of grey area), whereas the
largest-tail model (Fig. 3, lower bound of grey shaded area) was considerably more effective than even our actual robot.
Finally, we tested the original tail stabilization hypothesis1 with regard
to tail use in theropods. By using our model with a conservative morphometric reconstruction21, we found that Velociraptor mongoliensis22,
an agile, 20-kg, 1.5-m-tall biped, with a tail effectiveness of 1.23 (Fig. 3,
tan shaded area) given sufficient muscular capacity, could have outperformed even the most tail-effective Agama lizard. Although the distal
portion of dromeosaur tails was bony and possibly stiff1, the proximal
tail base could bend by up to 90u (ref. 23). Such a range of motion would
enable Velociraptor to sustain a perturbation that would rotate a tailless
animal by 110u, or to adjust its body angle by up to 45u in an unperturbed
leap. Despite previously proposed limitations of passive tails24, small
theropods like Velociraptor with active tails might have been capable
of aerial acrobatics beyond even those displayed by present-day arboreal
lizards11–13.

METHODS SUMMARY
Dynamic models. For simple characterization of the underlying dynamics of tailassisted manoeuvres, we derived a planar, two-link, rigid-body model. By taking
the derivative of the total angular momentum of each link and solving for the
model’s orientation and velocities with respect to actuation torque, we obtained a
set of nonlinear, coupled ordinary differential equations realized in state-space
form. We initialized the model with links oriented 180u apart. We set angular
velocity of the tail link to zero and that of the body link such that the total angular
momentum was as desired. We averaged the morphometrics of all animals to
create the Agama model used in simulations. Simulations using morphometric
models of individual Agama lizards did not yield significantly different perturbation
sensitivities from those of the averaged Agama model. We performed numerical
simulations in MATLAB.
Kinematics. To estimate the angular momentum of the animal or robot from
kinematics, we treated the body and tail as rigid bodies with a hinge at the base of
the tail (1 cm posterior to the vent in lizards). We used video tracking software (Xcitex
PROANALYST) to capture kinematics, and calculated positions and velocities of
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COMs in MATLAB. We estimated H from the two-link, rigid-body model for each
video frame and averaged over the leap.
Statistics. We used multiple regression analysis in MATLAB to compare sensitivities
(linear fits) of the experimental data to model hypotheses (t-test of slope).
Sensitivities of individual animals were not significantly different from one another
(analysis of variance, F 5 2.1, P 5 0.073).
Velociraptor model. To model the tail stabilization performance of an extinct
theropod, we estimated mass properties from a two-dimensional reconstruction
(Supplementary Table 1). We represented the head, trunk and lung capacity as
ellipsoids, the neck as an elliptical cylinder, the limbs as point masses, and the tail
as a truncated cone by digitizing points on the dorsal and sagittal views of the
reconstruction. Estimates of combined trunk–tail moment of inertia agreed well
with ref. 25.
Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of
the paper at www.nature.com/nature.
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METHODS
Animals. Wild-caught Red-Headed Agama lizards were purchased from a
commercial vendor (http://www.reptilesncritters.com). Six lizards (average mass,
66.96 6 2.93 g; average snout–vent length, 12.75 6 0.28 cm) were used for
kinematic measurements. Lizards were housed in groups in large opaque tanks,
kept in an environmentally controlled room (25 6 2 uC; relative humidity, 27%)
with 12-h light–dark cycles and fed a diet of water and crickets. The Animal Care
and Use Committee at the University of California, Berkeley, whose activities are
mandated by the US Animal Welfare Act and Public Health Service Policy,
approved all experimental procedures.
Experimental apparatus and protocol. We ran animals in a specially constructed
track made of clear Lexan (acrylic) and steel (track dimensions: 150 cm (length),
30 cm (width), 40 cm (wall height)). The track was designed to allow the animals to
reach top speed after an escape response. We placed a 22-cm-high wall at the end
of the track; an enclosed plastic shelter at the top of the wall provided the target for
the animals to complete the transition. We lined the exterior walls with tinted
cellophane to limit the animal’s field of view to the track interior.
In each trial, we placed the lizard at the beginning of the track and elicited an
escape response by brushing the animal’s tail. The animal accelerated rapidly into a
run, made an intermediate jump onto the vault (dimensions, 24 cm 3 13 cm 3 6
cm) and then jumped to the wall. The average horizontal speed during the aerial
phase of the transition was 1.23 6 0.33 m s21 (mean 6 s.d.). Animals transitioned
using one of two general patterns. In 88% of trials, animals pitched up slightly and
ran quadrupedally onto the box, where they reared onto their hind legs and jumped
bipedally. In cases where their initial speed was high, animals initiated bipedal
running before the vault and used the vault as a take-off platform with one or both
legs. In all cases, contact with the vault was less than a stride, with contact from
either one or both hind feet. Contact with the vault was critical to direct the jump
upward to the wall. If animals attempted to jump over the vault they generally
landed in the space between the vault and the wall. Hence, we were able to localize a
critical transition area where animals must generate large ground reaction forces to
initiate a jump. By reducing the traction on the vault, we could apply a perturbation
during an important phase of the transition. We used either 60-grit sandpaper or
smooth glossy card stock to vary friction on the top of the vault.
We defined a successful trial as one where the individual completed the vault to
the wall without a pause. We excluded cases where the lizard struck the vault while
climbing on to it, or slipped with one foot and gripped with the other, thereby
applying a roll or yaw perturbation. In total, 77 trials from six individuals fitted our
criteria for analysis. The selected trials comprised 34 leaps from the sandpaper and
43 leaps from the smooth substrate. Each individual was represented by at least
eight trials in the data pool and all spanned a comparable range in perturbation
magnitude.
We used typographical correction fluid to place markers on the head, torso, and
tail for kinematic analysis. The track was lit with multiple lights and high-speed video
was captured at 500 frames per second (X-PRI, AOS Technologies AG). We allowed
animals to rest for 10–15 min between running bouts, and to recover for 90 min after
every ten trials. The kinematics was extracted from videos with automated tracking
software (ProAnalyst, Xcitex) and analysed in MATLAB (Mathworks).
Morphometrics. We used cadavers of five animals to construct a morphometric
model of the animal. For both body and tail, we measured mass, distance from hip
to segment COM, and moment of inertia (MOI) about COM (Supplementary
Table 2). We used a pendulum technique to measure MOI, whereby the segment
was deep-frozen and then supported by pins near the radius of gyration, following
ref. 26. Two of the animals in the kinematic study subsequently died and were
included in the morphometric study; the other three were from a previous study,
but were in the same size range. We measured total body mass and snout–vent and
tail–vent distances for the living animals. We used the average ratio of body mass
to tail mass of the cadavers to estimate segment masses of the living animals. We
estimated the MOI of the living animals by scaling the average MOI of cadavers by
the product of segment mass and the square of segment length.
Kinematic analysis. We used a planar, two-link model to estimate the animal’s
total angular momentum during the aerial phase of the transition. We can write
the angular momentum of the two-link model with respect to the system COM as
Ho ~Ib vb zmb rb |r_ b zIt vt zmt rt |r_ t

ð1Þ

where ri is the vector from the animal’s COM to the COM of the segment,
vi ~h_ i E3 is the angular velocity of the segment, h_ i is the derivative of the segment
angle, E3 is the vector orthogonal to the plane, Ii denotes the segment’s MOI about
its COM, mi is the segment’s mass, subscripts i~b,t denote the body and tail,
respectively, and the dot denotes the time derivative. The model did not capture
additional angular momentum due to rotation of the limbs or bending of the body
and hence represents a conservative estimate of the total perturbation applied.

We defined the position of the segments from the kinematic markers on the
animal in each video frame during the aerial phase of the transition. Markers on
the head, torso and tail were used to define the location of the body-link end point,
the pin joint between the links, and the tail-link end point, respectively. We used
our measurement of the segment COM position relative to the hip to calculate
the instantaneous position of each segment in the model. The total COM was
found by a mass-weighted average of the segment positions. From these vectors
and their derivatives, along with measurements of MOI and mass, we calculated
angular momentum for each segment at each frame using equation (1). Using the
assumption of constant angular momentum, we took the magnitude of perturbation to be the mean measured angular momentum over the duration of the aerial
transition.
Mathematical model. To test the hypothesis that perturbed animals manipulated
angular momentum using their tails, we built a numerical dynamic model. Our
task was simplified by the following experimental considerations. First, the critical
period for stabilization (that is, maintenance of body pitch before landing) was
spent entirely in the air, where only aerodynamic forces acted on the animal. These
forces were found to be negligible in a somewhat smaller animal12,13 and we
therefore ignored them here. Second, the perturbation was limited to the brief
period directly before take-off. If no external forces acted on the animal, then total
angular momentum was conserved. This allowed complete characterization of the
perturbation impulse via measurement of the total angular momentum of the
animal during the aerial phase. Finally, we restricted our analysis to rotations
within the sagittal plane only. Trials that had out-of-plane perturbations were
rejected. This allowed use of a relatively simple planar rigid-body model. We chose
the simplest model possible: a two-link chain of rigid bodies, with one link representing the body and the other representing the tail.
The model was derived with the absolute body and tail angles referenced to
horizontal as shown in Supplementary Fig. 1. We define a Cartesian coordinate
system located at the COM of the system, resulting in the constraint
mb rb zmt rt ~0. The two bodies are assumed to be joined by a pin joint, where
the relative torque, t~tE3 , represents actuation at the pivot. Assuming that no
external forces act on the system during the manoeuvre, the time derivative of
_ o ~0. Hence, the derivative of the second link’s angular
equation (1) is zero: H
_ to , is easily written using the derivative of the first links angular
momentum, H
_ bo ~tz(rb {pb )|mb €rb , where pb is the vector from the pivot to
momentum, H

T
the link COM. Solving for the states x~ hb h_ b ht h_ t , yields a state-space
model of the system in the form
_
x~f(x)zg(x)u
where the states consist of the angular position and velocity of the links and the
control input, u~t, is the relative torque. The details of f(x) and g(x) are as
follows:
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where
1
a~ lb2 lt2 m2b m2t sin (2(hb {ht ))
2
b~(lt2 mb mt zIt (mb zmt ))lb lt mb mt h_ 2t sin (hb {ht )
c~(lb2 mb mt zIb (mb zmt ))lb lt mb mt h_ 2b sin (hb {ht )
d~lb2 lt2 m2b m2t cos (hb {ht )2
e~(lb2 mb mt zIb (mb zmt ))(lt2 mb mt zIt (mb zmt ))
f ~(lt2 mb mt zIt (mb zmt )
{lb lt mb mt cos (hb {ht ))(mb zmt )
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g~(lb2 mb mt zIb (mb zmt )
{lb lt mb mt cos (hb {ht ))(mb zmt )
We used the model to calculate the sensitivity of lizards and robots with a compliant tail, and to estimate tail effectiveness in lizards, robots and Velociraptor
(numerical solution in MATLAB using ‘ode45’).
Physical model (robot). To complement the mathematical model, we constructed
a small bio-inspired robot to test the ability of an inertial appendage to stabilize
aerial manoeuvres. We built our model by modifying a small commercial radiocontrolled toy (RadioShack Flipz Truck). The design of the toy included two
independent d.c. gear motors, which drove the left- and right-hand pairs of wheels.
We modified the gear trains such that one gear motor drove the front wheels while
the other drove a single pin joint at the rear, onto which we secured an aluminium
rod (that is, a tail) approximately twice as long as the body. The tail was completed
with the addition of a tunable mass at its distal end. Varying the mass at the tail tip
allowed modulation of the tail’s MOI. The resulting vehicle could move along a
single axis (that is, it had no steering) and rapidly move its tail in the pitch-axis
(that is, the sagittal plane of the robot).
We removed the toy’s original electronics and installed a microcontroller
(Arduino Pro Mini, Sparkfun Electronics), a single-axis microelectromechanical
systems gyroscope (Invensense IDG-650) and a motor controller (Polulu
TB6612FNG). The package was powered by small lithium-ion batteries (Turnigy
138mAh T1382S-10). This system enabled us to test the ability of simple feedback
controllers to use a tail to stabilize body pitch orientation. Orientation of the vehicle
was established by integrating the angular rate signal from the gyroscope. Because
the accuracy of this scheme degrades with time, we limited the trials to 1–2 s. The
controller was activated by a small button on the robot. After a 100-ms delay, the
feedback controller ran for 2 s while logging angular velocity. We used a high-speed
camera (X-PRI, AOS Technologies AG) to record kinematics at 1,000 frames per
second.
We tested two common controllers: a proportional feedback controller and a
PD feedback controller. Under the proportional controller, the motor torque was
proportional to the difference between the current pitch (the integrated gyroscope
measurement) and a desired orientation set at the beginning of the trial. The PD
feedback control law added a torque proportional to the vehicle’s pitch angular
velocity (raw gyroscope signal). The controller had no knowledge of the angle or

velocity of the tail; the servomotors acted directly on the body angle. We tuned the
controller gains and tail MOI by dropping the robot from a height of about 2 m
from a horizontal attitude and commanding a desired pitch angle of 45u. We chose
a tail tip mass that allowed sufficient body rotation within the available range of tail
motion (6100u). We chose controller gains such that the manoeuvre could be
completed in less than 150 ms without body angle oscillation (outside the range of
tail motion). Proportional feedback control alone was unable to control overshoot
and we thus used only PD feedback control in the final trials.
We drove the robot off an inclined ‘ski-jump’ ramp. The ramp declined at 20u to
the horizontal for 150 cm and inclined at the same angle for the final 25 cm. The
robot accelerated to 2.5 m s21 before becoming airborne. When the front wheels of
the robot left the ramp, the unbalanced gravitational moment imparted an angular
momentum perturbation. We repeated trials nine times each for the active and
passive cases. The magnitude of the perturbation depended on the duration of
unbalanced moment and, hence, on the speed of the vehicle as it left the ramp.
Velociraptor model. To model the tail stabilization performance of an extinct
theropod dinosaur, we estimated mass properties from a two-dimensional reconstruction. Although some mass and MOI data were available from a previous
model25, separate trunk and tail estimates were not. We represented the head
and trunk as ellipsoids, the neck as an elliptical cylinder and the tail as a truncated
cone by digitizing points on the dorsal and sagittal views of the reconstruction. To
be conservative in our estimate of tail effectiveness, the cone accounted for the
envelope of the vertebrae, without additional external musculature. The density of
body tissue was set to 1,000 kg m23, whereas tail density was set higher (1,500 kg
m23) to account for the high proportion of bone (the density of which is typically
set to 2,000 kg m23).We then scaled limb masses following ref. 25, oriented them
as in the reconstruction and calculated their contribution to the body MOI. Our
combined trunk–tail MOI agreed well with that of ref. 25. We modelled the animal
in two configurations—one in which the limbs were extended and one in which the
limbs were held against the body or retracted—and used the average of the two for
the effectiveness estimate. We added 15% to the body MOI and subtracted 15%
from the tail MOI to generate the lower bound of effectiveness in Fig. 3; the
converse procedure generated the upper bound.
26. Dowling, J. J. et al. The uncertainty of the pendulum method for the determination
of the moment of inertia. Med. Eng. Phys. 28, 837–841 (2006).
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